The prediction of human exons by oligonucleotide composition and discriminant analysis of spliceable open reading frames.
Discriminant analysis is applied to the problem of recognition 5'-, internal and 3'-exons in human DNA sequences. Specific recognition functions were developed for revealing exons of particular types. The method based on a splice site prediction algorithm that uses the linear Fisher discriminant to combine the information about significant triplet frequencies of various functional parts of splice site regions and preferences of oligonucleotides in protein coding and intron regions (Solovyev, Lawrence, 1994). The accuracy of our splice site recognition function is about 97%. A discriminant function for 5'-exon prediction includes hexanucleotide composition of upstream region, triplet composition around the ATG codon, ORF coding potential, donor splice site potential and composition of downstream intron region. For internal exon prediction, we combine in a discriminant function the characteristics describing the 5'-intron region, donor splice site, coding region, acceptor splice site and 3'-intron region for each open reading frame flanked by GT and AG base pairs. The accuracy of precise internal exon recognition on a test set of 451 exon and 246693 pseudoexon sequences is 77% with a specificity of 79% and a level of pseudoexon ORF prediction of 99.96%. The recognition quality computed at the level of individual nucleotides is 89% for exon sequences and 98% for intron sequences. A discriminant function for 3'-exon prediction includes octanucleotide composition of upstream intron region, triplet composition around the stop codon, ORF coding potential, acceptor splice site potential and hexanucleotide composition of downstream region.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)